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The Ohio Academy of Science, of which the Ohio Journal of Science is the official organ, is a society organized for the promotion of science, especially in Ohio. The principal officers for 1949-1950 are: President, Paul B. Sears, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio; Secretary, Rush Elliott, Ohio University, Athens; Treasurer, Robert M. Geist, Capitol University, Columbus, Ohio. The Academy is open to persons interested in science and its advancement.

For information as to membership, application blanks, etc., address Rush Elliott, Secretary, Ohio Academy of Science, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.

---

ANNUAL REPORTS OF PROCEEDINGS AND SPECIAL PAPERS
1892-1930

ANNUAL REPORTS
First to Sixteenth.......................... 30 cts. each
Seventeenth to Twenty-fourth and Twenty-sixth to Thirty-seventh... 40 cts. each
Twenty-fifth.................................. 75 cts.
Thirty-eighth to Fortieth.................... 50 cts. each

Subsequent reports appear in the July number of the Journal for the year concerned.

SPECIAL PAPERS
13. The Protozoa of Sandusky Bay and Vicinity. pp. 116. F. L. Landacre... $1.00
20. Flora of the Oak Openings West of Toledo. pp. 56. E. L. Moseley... 50 cts.

Address: MISS LILLIAN MICHAELIS,
Library, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio.

*Out of print.
Advertising in the *Journal*

On October 15, 1949, the Joint Administrative Board agreed to accept advertising in the Journal. Members of the Ohio Academy of Science will be directly affected by the action since the income derived from this source will be used to improve and enlarge The Ohio Journal of Science.

The actual procurement of advertising for the Journal is not a simple matter of writing a letter informing likely prospects of the availability of the Journal as an advertising medium. Managers of even the largest selling popular magazines have found that the only effective way to sell advertising is by personally contacting each prospect.

This can be done, and the desired results obtained for The Ohio Journal of Science in either of two ways, (1) one person could work at the job full time, or (2) several people could work at the job occasionally. Since The Ohio Journal of Science has no money with which to pay salaries, the second alternative is the only feasible one for the Journal.

The business manager of the Journal is working at the job but in many cases it will be very much easier for you to do a much more effective job. Why? *Selling advertising space depends on personal interviews.*

Some of you know, personally, the president or other officials of companies which are prospective advertisers. A few words of explanation by you will sell a page of advertising space. Don’t forget to remind the prospect that the United States Treasury will pay most of the cost of the advertisement—advertising expenses are a deductible income tax item.

Almost all of you are visited by “salesmen” representing various book, apparatus, and supply companies. You can very easily convert these men into salesmen of advertising in The Ohio Journal of Science. These company representatives are really not salesmen. They do not carry order books and do not expect you to place orders with them. They are in reality ambassadors of goodwill. They hope that sometime you will do something which will benefit their company. They are primarily interested in obtaining and fostering your personal friendship. For this reason they will take a personal interest in persuading “the company” to advertise in the Journal of *your* academy. Take a few minutes to tell each “salesman” who visits you something about the Academy and the Journal. It is not difficult to imagine the results if several of you should solicit advertising from representatives of the same company.

Advertising rate sheets, contract forms, and data concerning circulation, etc., which prospective advertisers will want to know about, have been prepared. Copies may be obtained by addressing the business manager.

The business manager, if notified, will be most happy to follow-up any or all of your personal interviews.